
INCREASED SHORT-LIVED RADIOISOTOPE INJECTION EFFICIENCIES FOR PRESO-LAR CLOUD COLLAPSE TRIGGERED BY A SUPERNOVA OR AGB STAR SHOCKWAVE. Alan P. Boss & Sandra A. Keiser (DTM, Carnegie Institution, Washington, DC; boss�dtm.iw.edu).Introdution: Multidimensional hydrodynamialmodels of the interation of a shok wave arryingshort-lived radioisotopes (SLRIs) with a moleularloud ore have shown that simultaneous triggeredgravitational ollapse and injetion of shok wavegas and dust into the ollapsing loud ore is pos-sible, even when detailed heating and ooling pro-esses in the shok-loud interation are inluded[1℄. Shok speeds in the range from 5 km/se to 70km/se are apable of ahieving simultaneous trig-gering and injetion for a 2.2 M� target loud [2℄.However, these models led to onsiderably lower in-jetion eÆienies than those previously estimatedon the basis of models where the shok-loud inter-ation was assumed to be isothermal [3,4,5℄. Whenthe injetion eÆieny (fi) is de�ned to be the fra-tion of the inident shok wave material that isinjeted into the ollapsing loud ore, values offi � 0:001 result from the nonisothermal models[1,2℄. Considering that the shok fronts ontain0.015M� of gas and dust, this means that the [1,2℄models produe nominal dilution fators D � 10�5,where D is de�ned as the ratio of the amount ofmass derived from the stellar soure of the shokfront that ends up in the solar nebula ompared tothe amount of mass in the solar nebula that did notderive from the stellar soure.Problem: However, values of D � 10�5 appear tobe muh too low to explain the initial abundanesinferred for typial SLRIs. Models [6℄ of a super-nova with mixing and fallbak are able to math theinitial abundanes of the SLRIs 26Al, 41Ca, 53Mn,and 60Fe in the solar nebula, with D � 10�4 and atime interval of 1 Myr. The best estimates [6℄ de-pended on the assumed mass of the pre-supernovastar, ranging from D = 1:3 � 10�4 for a 25 M�star to D = 1:9 � 10�3 for a 20 M� star. For a25M� progenitor star, however, [7℄ suggest a valueof D of at least 3 � 10�3. In addition, a 6.5 M�AGB star [8℄ ould have produed the inferred ini-tial abundanes of the SLRIs 26Al, 41Ca, 60Fe, and107Pd with D � 3 � 10�3. The required values ofD thus appear to be at least 10 to 100 times largerthe the values found by [1,2℄, and this disrepanybeomes even worse when one onsiders that for asupernova soure, the shok front must be sloweddown by the snowplowing of at least 15 times asmuh interstellar gas and dust for the shok to be

able to trigger ollapse and injetion [2℄. The su-pernova ejeta are then diluted by the same fatorof 15 or more, lowering D further to D � 10�6 orless. Suh low values of D would appear to be fatalto this hypothesis.Results: While one ould argue [2℄ that the latearrival of the injeted matter would preferentiallyenrih the resulting solar nebula ompared to theprotosun, thereby raising D somewhat, it is learthat inreased injetion eÆienies are needed forthe survival of this hypothesis. We present here the�rst results for a suite of 2D FLASH AMR models,similar to the previous models [1,2℄, whih explorethe e�ets of hanges in the target loud and shokwave parameters, in order to learn if higher valuesof fi and therefore D might result. [2℄ noted thata 1 M� target loud led to fi � 0:003, omparedto fi � 0:001 for a 2.2 M� loud. Both loudshad the same radius but di�erent entral densities.Hene several models were run with a doubled loudradius and lowered entral densities, leading to fi �0:025. In addition, models were run with the same2.2 M� target loud as in [2℄ but with varied shokdensities and shok thiknesses. The �gures depitthe results for a nonisothermal model of a 40 km s�1shok with 200 times higher shok density and 10times thinner shok than in [2℄, leading to fi � 0:02and D � 3� 10�3, as required [6,7,8℄.Conlusions: The new models show that fi andD an be inreased by large fators (> 10 and >100, respetively) by making plausible alternativeassumptions about the shok wave and target loud,large enough to maintain the viability of this SLRIinjetion mehanism.Aknowledgments: Supported in part by NASAOrigins of Solar Systems Program (NNX09AF62G).FLASH developed in part by the DOE-supportedASC/Allianes Center for Astrophysial Thermonu-lear Flashes at the University of Chiago.Referenes: [1℄ Boss, A. P. et al. (2008), ApJ,686, L119. [2℄ Boss, A. P. et al. (2009), ApJ, 707,in press. [3℄ Boss, A. P. (1995), ApJ, 439, 224. [4℄Foster, P. N., & Boss, A. P. (1997), ApJ, 489, 346.[5℄ Vanhala, H. A. T., & Boss, A. P. (2002), ApJ,575, 1144. [6℄ Takigawa, A., et al. (2008), ApJ,688, 1382. [7℄ Gaidos, E. et al. (2009), ApJ, 696,1854. [8℄ Trigo-Rodr�iguez, J. M., et al. (2009),MAPS, 44, 627.
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Figure 1. Initial loud with denser, thinner shok.

Figure 3. Cloud density after 0.075 Myr.

Figure 2. Cloud density after 0.04 Myr.

Figure 4. Shok olor (SLRIs) after 0.075 Myr.
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